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The problem of distributing the workload on a parallel omputer to minimize the overall runtime
is known as Multiproessor Sheduling Problem. It is NP-hard, but like many other NP-
hard problems, the average hardness of random instanes displays an easy-hard phase transition.
The transition in Multiproessor Sheduling an be analyzed using elementary notions from
rystallography (Bravais latties) and statistial mehanis (Potts vetors). The analysis reveals
the ontrol parameter of the transition and its ritial value inluding nite size orretions. The
transition is identied in the performane of pratial sheduling algorithms.
One of the major problems in parallel omputing is
load balaning, the even distribution of the workload on
the proessors of a parallel omputer. The goal is to nd
a shedule, i.e. an assignment ofN tasks to q proessors so
as to minimize the largest task nishing time (makespan).
This is a very hard problem, sine individual tasks may
depend on eah other and the time a task runs on a given
proessor may not be known in advane.
The most simple variant of a sheduling problem is
known as Multiproessor Sheduling Problem,
Msp [1℄. Here the N tasks are independent, all q
proessors are equal and the running time ai ∈ N of
eah task is known in advane. A shedule is a map
s : {1, . . . , N} 7→ {1, . . . , q} with si = α denoting that
task i is assigned to proessor α. The problem then is to
minimize the makespan
T (s1, s2, . . . , sN) = max
α
{
Aα =
N∑
i=1
aiδ(si − α)
}
. (1)
Aα is the total workload of proessor α and δ is the
usual Kroneker symbol. Msp belongs to the lass of NP-
hard optimization problems [2, 3℄, whih basially means
that no one has ever found a sheduling algorithm that
is signiantly faster than exhaustive searh through all
O(qN ) shedules, and probably no one ever will. With
omputational osts that inrease exponentially with the
problem size N , Msp must be onsidered intratable.
NP-hardness refers to worst ase senarios. On the
other hand, randomly generated instanes of NP-hard
problems often are surprisingly easy to solve, and Msp
is no exeption. Numerial experiments [4℄ with ai be-
ing random B-bit integers reveal two distint regimes:
For small values of κ = B/N typial instanes an be
solved without exponential searh, for large values of κ,
exponential searh is mandatory. The transition from
the easy to the hard transition gets sharper as N in-
reases, and in the limitN →∞ it happens at a threshold
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value κc(q). Similar phase transitions have been observed
in many other ombinatorial optimization problems [5℄.
A transition in the typial algorithmi omplexity nor-
mally orresponds to a strutural hange in the typial
instanes of the random ensemble. The latter in turn an
be analyzed using the methods and notions from statisti-
al mehanis [6℄. An outstanding example for the fruit-
fulness of this interdisiplinary approah is the analysis
of randomK-Satisfiability with the replia [7℄ and the
avity method [8℄.
The strutural hange inMsp that lies underneath the
algorithmi transition is the appearane of perfet shed-
ules. Let r =
∑
j aj mod q. A shedule with
Aα −
⌊
1
q
N∑
i=1
aj
⌋
=
{
1 if 1 ≤ α ≤ r
0 if r < α ≤ q (2)
(and its
(
q
r
)
equivalent rearrangements) is alled perfet
sine it obviously minimizes the makespan T (Eq. 1).
Whenever an algorithm runs into a perfet shedule it
an stop the searh possibly before having explored an
exponential part of the searh spae. Numerial simula-
tions in fat indiate that the probability that a random
instane has a perfet shedule dereases from 1 for κ = 0
to 0 as κ ≫ 1, and for large N the probability jumps
abruptly from 1 to 0 as κ rosses a ritial value κc(q).
In this letter we will alulate κc(q).
The Msp for q = 2 is known as Number Partioning
Problem, Npp [9℄. The transition point of the Npp,
κc(2), has been alulated within the anonial formalism
of statistial mehanis [10℄ and the results have been
onrmed reently by rigorous proofs [11℄. In priniple
one ould extend the method of [10℄ to general q, but
here we will follow a miroanonial approah.
A rst estimate for the ritial κ an be obtained fol-
lowing a nie heuristi argument [4℄: Given the values
of the ai are κN -bit integers, the workloads dened by
Eq. 2 are (neglegting for the moment arry bits) also
κN -bit integers. The probability that a randomly ho-
sen shedule (s1, s2, . . . , sN) realizes a partiular value of
A1 is therefore 2
−κN
. Negleting orrelations the hane
to realize all the workloads dened in Eq. 2 is hene
2−(q−1)κN (Aq is xed impliitly). Sine there are q
N
2dierent shedules the number of perfet ones is roughly
given by qN2−(q−1)κN . The ourrene of a phase tran-
sition in Msp is now easily understood. If κ is small we
expet an exponential number of perfet solutions, but
for κ larger than a ritial value
κc =
log2 q
q − 1 (3)
the number of perfet solutions is exponentially small.
The rst step of our approah is a onvenient enoding
of the shedules and the ost funtion. The workloads
on the proessors are not independent: what is removed
from one proessor must be done by another. We an
inorporate this onstraint automatially by enoding the
shedule as Potts vetors [12℄. Potts vetors ~e (α) are
(q−1)-dimensional unit vetors pointing at the q orners
of a (q− 1)-dimensional hypertetrahedron (see Fig. 1 for
the ase q = 3). This implies that the angle between two
Potts vetors is the same for all pairs of dierent vetors,
~e (α) · ~e (β) = qδ(α− β)− 1
q − 1 . (4)
A shedule is enoded by N Potts vetors ~sj , where ~sj =
~e (α) means that task j is assigned to proessor α, i.e.
~sj =
∑
β
δ(s(j)− β)~e (β). (5)
The target vetor
~E({~s}) =
N∑
j=1
aj~sj (6)
enodes the workload of all proessors,
Aα − 1
q
∑
j
aj =
q − 1
q
~E · ~e (α), (7)
and minimizing T (Eq. 1) is equivalent to minimizing ~E
with respet to the supremum norm [13℄.
For integer values ai the minimal hange of a shedule
is to remove 1 from one proessor and add it to one of the
FIG. 1: Lattie of target vetors for q = 3 with the three Potts
vetors (gray) and the two primitive vetors
~bα (blak). The
white (gray, blak) lattie points orrespond to
∑
aj mod 3 =
0(1, 2).
other q − 1 proessors. Hene possible values of ~E({~s})
are points on a (q − 1)-dimensional Bravais-lattie with
primitive vetors
~bα = ~e
(α) − ~e (q) α = 1, . . . , q − 1 . (8)
These primitive vetors span a sublattie of the lattie
generated by q−1 Potts vetors. The sublattie ontains
every qth point of the Potts lattie and orrespondingly
there are q lasses of suh lattie points depending on∑
aj mod q (Fig. 1). The volume V (q) of the primitive
ell in our sublattie an be alulated from the Gram
determinant,
V 2(q) = det(~bα ·~bβ) = q
q
(q − 1)q−1 . (9)
The average number Ω of shedules with target ~E is
Ω( ~E) = Tr
{~s}
〈
δ

 ~E − N∑
j=1
aj~sj


〉
(10)
where 〈·〉 denotes averaging over the i.i.d. random num-
bers ai. For xed shedule {~sj} and large N , the sum∑N
j=1 aj~sj is Gaussian with mean〈
~E
〉
= 〈a〉
∑
j
~sj =: 〈a〉 ~M (11)
and variane of the omponents
~E = (E1, . . . , Eq−1)
〈EiEk〉 − 〈Ei〉 〈Ek〉 = σ2a
∑
j
(~sj)i(~sj)k =: σ
2
agi,k (12)
with σ2a = 〈a2〉 − 〈a〉2. Magnetization ~M and variane
matrix g = (gi,k) depend on the shedule only through
the numbers Nα =
∑
j δ(sj − α) of tasks assigned to
proessor α:
~M =
q∑
α=1
Nα~e
(α) gi,k =
q∑
α=1
Nαe
(α)
i e
(α)
k . (13)
The trae over {~s} is basially an average over all traje-
tories of a random walk in q − 1 dimensions. For large
N this average is dominated by trajetories with ~M = 0,
i.e. Nα = N/q. For these trajetories, the matrix g is
diagonal,
gi,k =
δ(i − k)
q − 1 , (14)
and we have basially an independent random walk in
eah of the q−1 diretions of our lattie. The probability
to oupy after N steps a position Eα away from the
origin in diretion α is therefore given by
p(Eα) =
√
q − 1√
2πN 〈a2〉 exp
(
− (q − 1)E
2
α
2N 〈a2〉
)
. (15)
3The probability of nding the q − 1 walkers at ~E reads
p( ~E) =
(
(q − 1)
2πN 〈a2〉
)(q−1)/2
exp
(
− (q − 1)|
~E|2
2N 〈a2〉
)
. (16)
To get the number of shedules with given target vetor
~E we have to multiply the density p( ~E) by qN and the
volume V (q) of the primitive ell of our Bravais lattie,
Ω( ~E) =
qNqq/2(
2πN 〈a2〉
)(q−1)/2 exp
(
− q − 1
2N 〈a2〉 |
~E|2
)
.
(17)
For target vetors | ~E| = O(1) the distribution looks es-
sentially at as N → ∞, i.e. there are as many perfet
shedules as there are suboptimal shedules.
The density of salar quantities like | ~E|2 gets a fator
| ~E|q−2 from the volume element in (q − 1)-dimensional
spherial oordinates. For q > 2 this leads to a maximum
of the miroanonial entropy at some value | ~E| > 0, and
this maximum gets sharper with inreasing q, a senario
that has been observed in Monte Carlo simulations [14℄.
However, this implies no fundamental dierene between
q = 2 and q > 2 as laimed in [14℄ but is of purely
geometrial origin.
For the loation of the phase transition we an onen-
trate on perfet shedules, i.e. we set | ~E| = O(1) and we
assume that the ai's are uniformely distributed κN -bit
integers. From
〈
a2
〉
=
1
3
22κN
(
1−O(2−κN )) (18)
we get
log2 Ω(0) = N(q − 1) · (κc − κ) (19)
with
κc =
log2 q
q − 1 −
1
2N
log2
(
2πN
3qq/(q−1)
)
. (20)
The rst term orresponds to the result of the heuris-
ti argument from above (Eq. 3). The seond term rep-
resents nite size orretions. For q = 2 Eqs. 19 and
20 redue to the known results for number partitioning
[10, 11℄.
Aording to Eq. 19 the miroanonial entropy
logΩ( ~E) is a linear funtion of κ for large N . In fat this
linearity already holds for rather small values of N , as
an be seen from numerial enumerations (Fig. 2). Lin-
ear regression on the data for logΩ( ~E) gives numerial
values for κc(N). These values in turn agree well with
the preditions of Eq. 20 for larger values of N (Fig. 3).
Up to this point we have disussed stati properties
of random Msp. How do they aet the dynamial be-
havior of searh algorithms? An obvious algorithm is to
sort the tasks ai in dereasing order and to assign the
rst (and largest) task to proessor 1. The next tasks
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FIG. 2: Numerial measurements of Ω for q = 3. Symbols are
averages over 103 random instanes with
∑
j
aj mod q = 0, lines
are given by Eq. 19. The errorbars of the enumeration data are
smaller than the symbols.
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FIG. 3: κc from linear regression of the numerial data for Ω
(symbols) ompared to Eq. 20 (urves)
are eah assigned to the proessor with the smallest to-
tal workload so far. Proeed until all tasks are assigned.
Ties are broken by seleting the proessor with the lower
rank. This so alled greedy heuristis usually produes
poor shedules, but it an be extended to an algorithm
that yields the optimum shedule. Instead of assigning a
task to one proessor, the extended algorithm branhes:
in the rst branh it follows the heuristi rule and as-
signs the task to the proessor with the lowest workload,
in the seond branh it selets the proessor with the
seond lowest workload and so on. Ignoring ties this al-
gorithm generates the omplete searh tree with its qN
leaves and hene will eventually nd the true optimum.
This algorithm is known as Complete Greedy Algorithm
(CGA) [15℄. Of ourse it is worst-ase exponential, but
4with pruning we an hope to ahieve a speedup for the
typial ase. The most eient pruning rule is to simply
stop the moment one hits upon a perfet shedule. A less
eient pruning rule applies if the sum of the unassigned
tasks is smaller than the dierene between the urrent
maximal and minimal workloads. In this ase one an
simply assign all remaining tasks to the proessor with
the minimum workload.
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FIG. 4: Median of number of nodes traversed by the omplete
greedy algorithm for q = 3 and xed number of bits B. The
irles mark the ritial system size Nc given by Eq. 21
In our simulations we x the number B of bits in the
ai's and measure the number of nodes traversed by CGA
as a funtion ofN . In this ase κc translates into a ritial
value Nc for the system size, Nc being the solution of
B
Nc
=
log2 q
q − 1 −
1
2Nc
log2
(
2πNc
3qq/(q−1)
)
. (21)
Fig. 4 shows a typial result for q = 3. For N < Nc
the number of nodes traversed by CGA inreases like
3xN with x ≈ 0.84. The fat that x < 1 is due to the
pruning. As soon as N > Nc, the pruning by perfet
solutions takes eet and the growth slows down signif-
iantly. Eventually the searh osts even derease with
inreasing N . This indiates that the algorithm takes
advantage of the growing number of perfet solutions,
allthough their relative number still deays exponentially.
There are algorithms that outperform simple CGA, but
the dierenes show only for N > Nc: With better al-
gorithms the subexponential growth and the derease of
the searh osts set in at values of N loser to but always
above Nc [15℄.
To onlude we have shown that Multiproessor
Sheduling has a phase transition ontrolled by the
numerial resolution (number of bits) of the individual
task sizes. The easy phase is haraterized by an expo-
nential number of perfet shedules, the hard phase by
the absene of perfet shedules. Note that for q = 2 it
has been demonstrated that deep in the hard phase the
system behaves essentially like a random energy model
[16℄. This fat allowed the alulation of the omplete
statistis of the optimal solutions and it explains the bad
performane of heuristi algorithms. It would be inter-
esting to extend this approah to q > 2.
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